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vous êtes ici
2011 Fmac and FCAC invited artists to take part in a public competition concerning the achievement of eight artistic “neon tube-lit”
interventions designed to be fixed on the roofs of eight buildings
around the Plaine de Plainpalais.The global project had four phases.
This last phase of the competition in 2011 concerned a building set
along the Plaine de Plainpalais, no. 4 avenue Henri-Dunant.

The intervention is a laconic declaration of our physical presence in
the world.

The Plaine de Plainpalais is a very popular and multidisciplinary
area. It is an open area with a polyvalent social and cultural vocation
for people living in Geneva – a site for different circuses, veg. and
fruitmarket, flea market, sporting activities, fairs, etc. The Plaine de
Plainpalais is also situated in the heart of a quarter of the City that
is changing very rapidly (university and activities linked to contemporary art). A polyvalent space,sometimes busy, sometimes not, the
Plaine plays a very special role and has a unique character right in
the middle of the town.
This art competition is aimed at the roofs of the buildings round the
Plaine. It introduced a new level for the integration of the works,
avoiding the use of the lower levels of the urban space, which are
already overloaded and, in the case of the Plaine de Plainpalais are
already used in many different ways.
Whatever its shape or its message, the luminous installation is immediately compared to a logo - advertising. The aim here is to transpose the commercial and publicity messages linked to the prestigious
lakeside, the Rade, into artistic interventions in the heart of the City.

Here in this context and form the phrase <vous êtes ici> is adressing
the spectator very directly, recognizing and commenting his and her
presence at the Plaine de Plainpalais.

It refers to the well known red point on a map, helping us to find
our (local) position in a unknown surrounding.

<vous êtes ici> is also an invitation to reflect our place in space and
time in a more philosophical way.
It is a statement. It is possibly a comment, that evokes questions
- who is adressing the reader – from which position does this statement come from – being here: is it okay to be here – if not, where
should I be – if yes, what am I doing here, why am I here....
It is an intervention with different possibilities of
interpretation.
In every case it spins a wire to the person reading the phrase and
adresses the person directly.

